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Executive Summary

An evaluation of Civitas-Hungary's "Citizen In A Democracy" Competition was

conducted during the national finals in March 1998, by an evaluation team from the University

of Central Florida. The evaluators administered a survey instrument, conducted interviews, took

fieldnotes, made audio recordings, and collected artifacts associated with the Competition and

other Civitas-Hungary innovations.

The evaluation determined that students believe that the Competition improved their

knowledge and skills related to understanding Hungarian democracy, improved their attitudes

toward that democracy, and increased their political tolerance.

The evaluators found that the majority of the stakeholders associated with CIVITAS-

Hungary and the Competition believe that it is an outstanding vehicle for promotion of

democratic knowledge, skills, and attitudes.

Suggestions for improvement include internationalizing the competition, reducing the

length of the competition, and provision of more materials including technology for teachers.
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Introduction to the Evaluation

This evaluation is a component of the third year of partnership between Civitas-Hungary,

a non-governmental organization located in Budapest, and its United States partners -- The

Florida Law Related Education Association, Inc., which is the primary exchange site, and

Kennesaw State University, Georgia, which is the secondary exchange site.

As a part of the exchange program, the evaluators hosted a delegation from Hungary at

the University of Central Florida, during March, 1998. While the primary purpose of this visit

was to introduce the delegation to methods of preparation of civic educators used in higher

education in the United States, the evaluators also utilized some of this period to develop insights

into the evolution of Civitas-Hungary and its civic education initiatives. The exchange

participants included the following: Derenyi Andras, Nemes Zoltan, Racz Krisztina, Simonovics

Andrea, Molnar Endre, and Molnar Zsolt. Racz and Simonovics served as translators for the

evaluation team during several interviews and observations in Hungary in February and in April.

Each of these participants expressed a deep commitment to the Civitas program, leadership, and

its innovations.

The development of the evaluation was conducted over a six month period from

September 1997 through February 1998. The initial discussion about the evaluation took place

between Pitts and Setenyi in September 1997, and focused upon the rationale for an evaluation,

the nature of the evaluation, and the identification of the research team. Subsequent discussions

were held via email between Pitts and the University of Central Florida (UCF) evaluation team,

Pitts, Abisellan and Setenyi, and Setenyi and UCF. This is mentioned to suggest the importance

of careful planning, collaboration, and front-end decision-making prior to the evaluation. This is
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especially important due to the multi-national and multi-agency interaction in this evaluation

project where the potential for harm is considerable.

Cornett and Dziuban met with Setenyi in February to finalize the design of the evaluation.'

During these meetings the following were discussed and negotiated:

1. the purpose of the evaluation;

2. the background of the evaluation team;

3. proposed methods;

4. potential respondents;

5. ethical issues;

6. literature review;

7. time schedule;

8. data reporting;

9. logistics;

10. additional areas for potential evaluation.

Civitas-Hungary Initiatives and the Development of "Citizen in a Democracy"

Setenyi provided a detailed explanation of the evolution of Civitas-Hungary, the primary

emphases of civic education in Hungary, and the nature of the "Citizen in a Democracy"

competition. A key component of this effort is what he labels as "The Civitas Basket," the

components of the curriculum of the teacher training program in civic education in Hungary.

Setenyi outlined five emphases of this effort during an interview with the evaluators in February,

1998.

Ernest Abisellan attended these meetings and provided invaluable assistance.
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Component one stressed the importance of civic education as an interdisciplinary

enterprise. He suggested that preparing youth for citizenship in a democracy necessitated a new

form of teacher training that was not limited to the expertise and traditions of one discipline such

as history. Instead, the leadership determined that their efforts would ensure that it was an

interdisciplinary emphasis representing a variety of scholarly areas including history, sociology,

economics, and school-based disciplines such as pedagogy and curriculum. He stressed that,

"We have believed that there is no single department solution, but a mixture of many fields."

Component two stressed a move to a more balanced form of pedagogy. He stated that

Hungarian higher education had traditionally provided transmission-oriented instruction and

memorization of factual information. This type of orientation has its clear advantages, however,

it is incongruent with the new civics initiative to tell students what to think and do as the

dominant form of instructional delivery. Instead, the pedagogy modeled for preservice and

inservice teachers of civics should be "a ratio of lecture and seminars with practicums and field

work in the balance."

Under component three, teacher workshops were developed to prepare teachers in formal

educational thinking which highlighted the importance of teacher modification of lectures and

materials. The intent was to develop a cadre of teachers and teacher educators "who could go

beyond the dominant transmission-orientation and overemphasis on a technicist approach to

teaching and learning in civics oriented classrooms, to a more constructivist one which might

better develop civic attributes in youth" (Cornett, 1996). Setenyi reasserted in the interview that

Hungary needed to develop uncertain mediators, a notion he advanced in 1996, in an earlier

interview with Cornett, and which he developed in his paper, Teaching democracy in an

unpopular democracy (Setenyi, 1995). Setenyi submits that,
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It is here, under these circumstances that we have to establish the culture of unrestrained
dialogue, the "proprietor's consciousness" of democracy. The question is to what extent the
traditional Hungarian school delivering knowledge from books will be able to conform with the
requirements of unrestrained dialogue. It is impossible to comment on cases, values, the truth,
or forms of behavior ex cathedra; however, at present, school education overburdened with
natural sciences is operating in this manner. This calls for the revaluation of the teacher's role.
The teacher's role in the last century was to be the model, whose task was to civilize. In the
1960s, a new role was attributed to the teacher, that of the professional distributor of knowledge,
who is dressed into a white laboratory uniform, and by measuring and assessing is the
embodiment of the new test culture. The teacher of today is an uncertain mediator: the
consensual contents of education have vanished in the air, and the expectations of school users
have become diversified. The school of the future will presumably require a kind of partnership
relationship, where questions can be asked. And for this there is no pattern in the tradition of
the Hungarian school system. (p. 5)

Cornett and Dziuban discussed the notion of the uncertain mediator with Setenyi, and

referenced Cornett's visit to Agnes Feje's classroom in Szeged in 1996. During this visit,

Cornett described a highly interactive classroom where students discussed problematic current

events, referenced social and political concepts, connected discourse to a solid understanding of

institutions, and exhibited knowledge, attitudes, and skills identified as desirable by the Civitas

Standards (1996). Cornett (1996) reported the following from that observation:

In sum, because of the depth and breadth of the discussion, the quantity and quality of student
participation, and the overall climate of community that was evident, I believe that this was one
of the most effective examples of teacher as uncertain mediator and facilitator of student
learning that I have witnessed in the past twenty years. Agnes clearly demonstrated
constructivist principles as she facilitated learner engagement in activity, discourse, and
reflection. The ownership of ideas in this classroom was shared by learners and the teacher. (p.
13)

Setenyi agreed that this was an excellent example and that more in-depth qualitative study of

teachers and their decision-making would be useful to the project and the field. Cornett and

Dziuban recommended that future evaluations include significant time and resources for such a

study. 2

2 Additi insightsnsghts on Feje's teaching and beliefs are included in a later section of this report.
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Financial incentives were provided for teacher participants who attended these workshops.

He stated that "some were enthusiastic" while "others saw it as challenging."

In congruence with this effort to encourage teacher mediation of the curriculum, Setenyi

stated that the leadership also wanted the universities to have variance in their programs. He

stated that "each university has different emphases and strengths and personalities. They are

clearly very different in the five regions. ... A role of the local Civitas coordinator was to

provide coherence. Generally the local coordinators did a very good job."

Component four stressed the connection of teacher education with practice in the local

community. Preservice teachers were expected to study public institutions and local issues, such

as local government entities, and issues of environment, crime, etc.. The end assessment related

to this fieldwork was an essay and an oral examination, which was an "unusual" assessment of

this type of activity.

Overarching these emphases was the development of teacher training standards. These were

published as the Civitas Association's Standards For The Teacher Training program "Civic

Studies And Skills" in 1996.

As they suggest,

Standards are an unusual innovation in Hungarian higher education. The standards are
primarily made for the program's trainers working in colleges and universities. Based
on Civitas standards, trainers can alter their usual lectures and workshops to make them
"Civitas compatible". At the same time, the standards of the program also indicate
basic requirements against students and help the evaluation of their performance. (p. 11)

These standards set forth three areas of attainment:

Knowledge, meaning cognitive acquisition;

Attitude, meaning affective acquisition;

Skills and abilities, meaning psycho-motoric acquisition. (Civitas Association, 1996, p. 11)
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These standards also provide guidelines for observation of pupils and the teacher during

visits to classrooms in internship schools. Aspects of these standards are as follows:

Characteristics of the lesson:

the involvement of pupils;

performance level;

expression of emotions;

communication style;

the openness of communication (reactions to suggestions, criticism and individual ideas

of students);

coherency and discipline;

pluralism of values in communication.

Technical characteristics:

the teacher's usage of didactic materials;

the weight and role of conveying the knowledge;

the weight and role of developing attitudes and skills;

the weight and role of pupils' independent knowledge acquisition;

the weight and role of the evaluation of pupils;

the weight and role of motivating pupils;

consideration of the pupil's age characteristics.

The personality and professionality of the teacher:

suitability as a role model of democratic personality;

style, communication and metacommunication skills;
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the ability to divide his/her attention, perceptiveness;

pace of teaching;

lesson organisation;

reactions, his/her way of leading debates;

methods of activating pupils, usage of tools;

ability to solve conflicts. (Civitas Association, 1996, p. 39)

It is clear from this list of the three areas of attainment and the teacher and lesson

characteristics, that the Civitas leaders have had a clear vision of the type of content and process

they have expected in the classroom. The successful implementation of that vision might yield

high level student participation in a civics program and serve as the foundation for teacher and

student success in the "Citizen in a Democracy" program.

The Civitas leaders recognized a need to promote active learning which includes

discussion of controversial, community-based issues. They stated that their approach was,

...diverging from conventional domestic methods, also put an emphasis on developing
civic attitudes and skills. This approach recognises (sic) that the Hungarian and
continental European education, including teacher training, traditionally centres on
knowledge and emphases the ex catedra provision of theoretical information. (Civitas
Association, 1996, p. 11)

The leadership of Civitas has developed with various academics, regional directors, and

teachers, a variety of materials designed to provide information and support for teaching civics.

They have published several books in addition to the Association's Standards that provide

information about the content and process of teaching about democracy (see Figure 1).

While the vision has been clear to the leadership of Civitas, no evaluation had been

conducted to date to determine the success of that vision until the present study.
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Purpose of the Evaluation

Two primary purposes for this evaluation evolved from that meeting: 1) the evaluators

would provide evaluative data to Civitas-Hungary and the Florida Law Related Education

Association (FLREA) for continuous improvement of the program; 2) the evaluators would

provide the civics field with research about the program, its development, and its

implementation. 3 It was determined that the emphasis of the evaluation would be on the

"Citizen in a Democracy" competition.

Background of the Evaluation Team

Cornett and Dziuban discussed their evaluation background briefly with Setenyi, and had

sent their respective vitas previously for his examination. This was done in order to establish

that both evaluators had significant background in research and evaluation. It is imperative that

evaluations of programs be conducted by experienced professionals if truth value and the

likelihood of successful completion of the project is desired. Setenyi indicated that this

information about the evaluators and his prior contact with Cornett, who was a member of the

first exchange group in 1996, was sufficient for him to trust that the evaluation would be done

professionally. It is no small matter to open one's program to scrutiny from outsiders. It is

believed that this background information and direct conversation with Setenyi , as well as the

endorsement of the evaluators by Pitts , were crucial for the success of the evaluation.

3 The evaluation was conducted under the sponsorship of the Florida Law Related Education Association (FLREA) with
technical assistance from Annette Boyd Pitts and Ernest Abisellan and their staff. Collaboration in the design and
implementation of the study was provided by Janos Setenyi and the staff of Civitas-Hungary. However, the report was written by
Jeffrey W. Cornett, Charles D. Dziuban, and Patsy D. Moskal who assume all responsibility for the design, implementation, and
reporting decisions made in the conduct of this investigation.
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Methods

As a result of the deliberations and on-site observations of the Budapest regional "Citizen

in a Democracy" competition, it was determined that the evaluators would develop a survey

instrument and it would be administered at the national fmals of the "Citizen in a Democracy"

competition in April 1998. In addition, the evaluators would conduct interviews, take field

notes, make audio recordings, and collect artifacts.

Respondents

It was determined that the respondents would include the following:

1. students;4

2. teachers;

3. program organizers;

4. Civitas and FLREA leadership;

5. members of the U. S. delegation.5

4 The evaluators interviewed students, teachers, school administrators, and regional coordinators during site visits to
Pecs and Szeged in February. The evaluators interviewed students, teachers, and Civitas leaders at the regional
competition in Budapest and at the finals in April.
5 The evaluators had conversations with the U.S. delegates who were part of the exchange from April 13-26, 1998
and who visited the national finals as well as Civitas personnel and sites in Budapest, Pecs, Szeged, and Debrecen,
Hungary. These delegates included: Dan O'Connell, Associate Professor of Political Science, Palm Beach
Community College; Susie Grosvenor, teacher, Leon High School; Russell Landry, teacher, Leon County; Michael
Odom, Social Studies Specialist, State of Florida Department of Education; Cynthia Brendle, teacher, Zephyrhills
High School; Rosalie Heffernan, teacher, Our Lady of Lourdes Academy, and Toni Fuss Kirkwood-Tucker,
Assistant Professor, Florida Atlantic University; Joan Murphy, FLREA; Helen Ridley, Karen Ohlsson, Judith Ann
Mitchell, all of Kennesaw State University; and Paul Gritz, teacher Pebblebrook High School. These individuals
contributed significantly to the evaluators' conception of the nature and value of the evaluand. In addition, the
evaluators discussed the Hungary evaluation with FLREA administrators, Civitas-Hungary staff, and members of
other Civitas International projects at the conference, Civitas: An International Civic Exchange Program in
VogoscaSarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina, during May 1998. These discussions added to the triangulation of
data and enhanced the truth value of the report. For a seminal work on triangulation of qualitative data, see E. G.
Guba and Y. S. Lincoln, 1981, Effective evaluation: Improving the usefulness of evaluation results through
responsive and naturalistic approaches.

I 6
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Ethical Issues

The following ethical issues were discussed as both an issue of access in negotiations

with Setenyi, but also to inform the collection and reporting of data: informed consent,

reciprocity, right to privacy, advocacy, research independence, ownership of data, and

worthiness of the study.6 It was determined by Setenyi that ethics consent forms were not

needed and might in fact be counterproductive in the Hungarian culture. Instead, informants

were notified by Setenyi and/or the evaluators that Cornett and Dziuban were collecting

evaluative data on the Civitas program and specifically on "Citizen in a Democracy", and that it

was important that they share their perspectives truthfully. The primary ethical issues were

determined to be among the evaluators, Civitas-Hungary, and FLREA. Informed consent was

established through the various discussions throughout the project. Reciprocity was maintained

since the goal was to provide information to both agencies for the improvement of their Civitas-

related work. The right to privacy was protected in that survey respondents were anonymous,

and interviewees were given the choice of maintaining anonymity or not.7 Advocacy and

research independence issues were clarified in that the evaluators' stance throughout the

evaluation was to be neutral toward the program, and independent from it. Finally, it was

determined that the research would be the intellectual property of the major contributors, that is

the evaluators, Civitas-Hungary, and FLREA.

Literature Review

A literature review conducted by Cornett (1997) determined that,

6 These ethical issues are taken from categories of ethical issues in qualitative research as described by Mathison, S.,
Ross, E. W., & Cornett, J. W. (Eds.), 1993). A casebook for teaching about ethical issues in qualitative research.
Qualitative Research SIG, American Educational Research Association.
None of the respondents requested anonymity. This is no doubt due to the overall positive view of the program

held by each of the respondents.
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For the past two decades, researchers have consistently reported that law-related
curricula and instruction make a positive impact on youth when compared with
traditional approaches to teaching and learning law, civics, and government. The overall
conclusion is that LRE programs have a positive effect on student knowledge about law
and legal processes, and about individual rights and responsibilities.

In addition, there is evidence that LRE programs have a positive influence on
student attitudes and behavior. Research studies indicate that several LRE programs
have improved student attitudes toward the justice system and toward authority. In
addition, research links have been made between effective LRE programs and youth who
exhibit more law abiding behavior and commit fewer delinquent acts.

The most positive changes in student behavior are often associated with LRE
programs where the following elements are present: instruction is of high quality and
promotes higher order thinking; students are actively involved in the instructional
process; teachers thoughtfully mediate the curriculum through wise selection of materials
and outside resource persons; administrators actively support the program; and
instructors have a network of professional peer support. (p.1)

As this evaluation will reveal, the "Citizen in a Democracy" competition's strengths

parallel these LRE elements: instruction appears to be high quality and promotes higher order

thinking; students are actively involved in the process; teachers are thoughtful mediators;

administrators support the program; instructors have a Civitas peer network.

Since the "Citizen in a Democracy" competition is only in its second year, no prior study

of the program had been conducted. 8 The design of the program was influenced by the We the

People... program in the United States. According to Setenyi, Balizs Hidveghi, Executive

Director of Civitas-Hungary in 1996, observed the United States competition and decided that

the idea should be taken to Hungary for discussion and adaptation. Hidveghi, Setenyi, Peter

Drahos, Laszlo Eich, Tibor Gal, and others worked with regional coordinators and teachers in the

Civitas network to develop the "Citizen in a Democracy" competition.

8 Brody (1994) conducted a study of the We the People ... program where he examined political tolerance and the
impact of the program on students' political attitudes. In addition, the Social Studies Development Center (1993)
evaluated the instructional effects of We the People... curriculum materials.
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The "Citizen in a Democracy" Competition

The "Citizen in a Democracy" competition is a highlight of the Civitas program focusing

the country's attention on students exploring applications of Hungarian democracy to the citizen's

daily life. Preeminent political figures, including the President, make themselves available to the

young people by serving as sources of validity, judges, and advisors.

The competition is an adaptation of the "We the People..." program involving 6 regions,

43 communities, 86 schools, 101 teachers and 688 students throughout Hungary (see Appendix

A).

The Competition has three themes: 1) constitutionalism; 2) human rights; and, 3) political

science. It has three competitive phases: 1) regional qualifiers; 2) regional finals; and 3) the

national fmal (see Appendix B).

The competition is rigorous and lasts approximately seven hours (see Appendix C). This

day-long competition receives widespread media coverage showcasing Hungary's youth

participating in a free exchange on the implications and responsibilities of civic life.

There were fourteen teams in the finals and the overall performance of each team was

generally quite good, with ten teams scoring higher than 290 points. An analysis of the team

scores reveals a range of 74.3 points from the highest ranked to the lowest ranked team. The top

three finishers were separated by only 27.1 points, with the top two separated by only 5.4 points

(see Figure 2).

The translated protocol for the 1998 competition is presented in Table 1 (for the original

version, see Appendix D).
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Table 1. Protocol for the Hungarian "Citizen in a Democracy" competition

PRELIMINARY TASK (STUDENT RIGHTS CIVIC ORGANIZATION)
Prior to the contest, each team is supposed to write an essay titled, "Introduction of a Civic
Organization Specializing in Student Representation." The essay is supposed to detail a civic
organization which can be set as an example and which was previously missing from local and
national student representation.

NAME THAT VOICE (IDENTIFY POLITICAL FIGURE)
Four progressively longer recorded segments edited from speeches of national political figures
are played to the teams. Each team must identify the speaker and the sooner they identify the
speaker, the higher the score they receive.

TEST (COOPERATIVE LEARNING EXAMINATION)
Students take a test in a game format that measures their knowledge of constitutionalism,
politics, and human rights derived from the content of previously required readings.

REFORM THESES
Each team is given a chapter from the Constitution of the Hungarian Republic and is asked to
create a written proposal to amend it.

SUGGESTIONS OF THE OMBUDSMAN (OMBUDSMAN'S PROPOSAL)
One person from each team is selected as an ombudsman to view a video recording of a real life
case in which constitutional law has been violated. This ombudsman reports back to the judges
with a prepared analysis of the case detailing exactly which constitutional law or laws were
violated and must make a proposal on how constitutional law can be restored in this particular
case.

FACTION DEBATE
Team debate with other teams on selected topics. Each debate begins with an opening statement
from one member of each team that is followed by reactions from the opposing team members.
The pairs, the topics, and the stance to be represented is decided randomly for each team,
therefore the judges do not evaluate the stated position, but rather how clearly each debate pair
argues their position in manner and logic.

ALL PLAY (CLOSURE WITH PARTIAL INFORMATION)
Team members are given four subsequent clues on a certain topic. Those teams guessing the
topic on the first clue receive the maximum amount of points, while those guessing the topic
after the second, third, and fourth clues receive fewer points, respectively.

21
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The breadth of topics and problem solving activities in Table 1 demonstrates a

concentration on critical thinking in an environment characterized by considerable rigor.

Scrutiny of the protocol reflects activities at all levels of Bloom's Taxonomy (knowledge,

comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, evaluation) (Bloom, et al., 1956). Also evident

are such techniques as cooperative learning, shared decision making, reflective thinking, fuzzy

logic solutions, and valuing in synchronous and asynchronous environments.

The "Citizen in a Democracy" competition exhibits major components of authentic

assessment in that iris:

1. essential rather than tangential in that the competition represents major thematic

approaches.

2. rich instead of superficial in that the competition generates important questions.

3. open ended judges do not need to know all possible answers.

4. authentic, not contrived - the competition is grounded in Hungarian, constitutional

principles, democracy and responsibility.

5. thought-provoking.

6. designed to actively involve the students as workers in interaction with other students.

As discussed above, representatives of the Florida Law Related Education Association

Inc., staff members of CIVITAS-Hungary program, and the evaluators met in Budapest during

February, 1998. At those meetings the need for formative evaluation data was discussed.

Accordingly, two survey instruments were drafted, one for students participating in the

competition and a second for their teachers. The items were appropriately modified from

surveys provided by the Center for Civic Education that were previously used to collect data for

the similar "We the People" competition in the United States. Initially, the selected items were
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validated by the CIVITAS staff as appropriate for the objectives of the program. Subsequently,

they were modified to fit the CIVITAS-Hungary -- usually through subtle but important changes

in wording. All parties involved in the construction meetings agreed that a four-point Likert

scale was appropriate for the rated items. For the student instrument, opportunities were

provided for respondents to complete open questions to each rating item and they were asked for

free responses that reflected how the "Citizen in a Democracy" Program affected their personal,

family, and school life. Finally, students were asked to make suggestions for improving the

program. The rating scale items for the student instrument (see Appendix E) represented three

underlying areas: 1) knowledge and skills relating to Hungarian democracy, 2) attitudes toward

Hungarian democracy, and 3) disposition toward political activism.

The teacher instrument (Appendix F) represented a similar format to that for students but

was expanded for content. For instance, several questions were included which asked teachers to

provide their perceptions of students participating in and preparing for the competition. For the

free response categories respondents were asked to indicate what resources they required to

make them better CIVITAS teachers.

Both instruments included questions that required students and teachers to provide

demographic information namely, gender, region and school type. An ethics protocol was

designed for both surveys where respondents were informed that the only purpose of the data

collection and analysis was to provide information for improving the CIVITAS program, and

that anonymity would be maintained at all times. Originally, all questions were prepared in

English and subsequently translated into Hungarian by the CIVITAS staff. Final forms of the

surveys were designed so that each question was presented to respondents in both languages thus
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facilitating ease and accuracy of responses. Finally, both versions were reviewed by all parties

and approved for pilot testing.

21

Survey Data Collection

The first phase of the evaluation called for administering the instrument to student teams

participating in the finals of the competition on April 21, 1998, in Budapest and to those teachers

who were in attendance and willing to participate. The purpose was two-fold. Initially, this

provided an excellent opportunity to field test the surveys thus determining if students and

teachers were able to complete them properly while simultaneously identifying ambiguity or

confusion. Secondly, the responses of the finalists provided an excellent data set for determining

whether the instruments should be administered to students and teachers throughout the country,

(i.e. those who participated in the competition but did not qualify for the finals). Parenthetically,

IIIthe results from the pilot study resulted in the CIVITAS staff distributing the questionnaires to

all 1998 participants. Presently, those data are being collected. This report, however, reflects

only the survey responses obtained at the finals.

Survey Data Analysis

The primary purpose of the first phase of questionnaire evaluation was to provide

formative data to the CIVITAS staff regarding the impact of the "Citizen in a Democracy"

competition for students and teachers with respect to improved knowledge and skills regarding

Hungarian democracy, changes in attitudes toward Hungarian Democracy, and disposition

toward political activism.

After administration of the instruments at the finals, several exploratory techniques were

IIIapplied to the student data. Initially, the scalability and reliability of the responses were
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determined in order to identify the most appropriate format for presentation. Once this was

complete, a graphical presentation of the individual item's scores was designed. Additionally,

graphics for the overall rating of the competition were examined to determine which one would

best depict differences among genders, regions, and school types. The individual item responses

were subjected to scaling techniques thus identifying relationships among knowledge and skills,

attitudes including political tolerance, and political activism. Once this was accomplished the

relationships among those constructs were determined in the presence and absence of error

variance. The free responses to the students' questionnaires were analyzed with a technique

enhanced by Moskal (1998) called the narrative matrix. Essentially, the technique involves an

organizing structure through which the investigator identifies underlying constructs in responses

by scrutinizing columns of the matrix.

Additionally, however, this study involved a second major area concentrated on the

notion of "Uncertain Mediation" as a major dynamic in the pedagogy of CIVITAS teachers in

Hungary. This concept, identified by Setanyi (1995), depicts the dynamic tension teachers face

in balancing the traditional Hungarian knowledge-based educational system with the more

democratic shared decision, cooperative approaches embraced by CIVITAS. Accordingly, after

careful review of the "Citizen in a Democracy" protocol Cornett and Dziuban were convinced

that an evolution toward another form of uncertain mediation was evident. That uncertain

mediation reflected the principles of authentic assessment and critical problem solving

characterized by incomplete and sometimes contradictory information. They concluded that the

competition clearly reflects higher order and critical thinking skills that are found in most higher

levels of established teaching and assessment taxonomies. Accordingly, the CIVITAS "Citizen

in a Democracy" protocol was evaluated using the Structure of Learned Outcomes (SOLO)
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taxonomy (Biggs & Collis, 1982). SOLO, especially the Pyle-Dziuban extension (Pyle, 1998)

including latent structure mediation, constitutes clear examples ofwhere students must mediate

uncertain information in order to arrive at appropriate solutions. The SOLO Taxonomy is

characterized by the following problem solving activities.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE OBSERVED LEARNING OUTCOME (SOLO)

PRESTRUCTURAL: Represents inability of students to engage in the problem situation

largely because they are unable to grasp the context of the exercise. They possess minimal skills

for distinguishing among relevant and irrelevant facts, often reaching closure prematurely.

Students at this level become easily frustrated resorting to guessing behavior. Unfortunately,

guessing frustrates students even further because of their inability to identify cues from the

problem space.

UNISTRUCTURAL: This stage represents one dimensional concrete problem solving.

Students require linear correspondence between problem elements and the solution, often

resorting to memorizing facts. The ability to transfer knowledge is difficult because concept

formation is absent. Processing multiple elements proves difficult at this stage. Accordingly,

construct-based problems are attacked as a series of single, mutually independent

transformations bypassing the deductive process.

MULTISTRUCTURAL: Students process several problem elements arriving at a singular

solution. This stage, however, still represents a series of individual closures combined with

linear models. Solutions are constrained by the diseconomy of scale associated with increasing

individual elements. This stage also represents the beginning of multiple task problems.
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RELATIONAL: Students recognize interactions among individual elements of the problem

space. Singular solutions are still derived although based on recognizing elements "A" and "B"

plus the reciprocal effect they have on each other. For the purpose of problem solving, a third

variable is created which is some function of the originals. The student expands the problem to

accommodate a solution outside of the initial context. Previous experience makes individuals

episodic and strategic, enabling them to distinguish relevant facts and decide on a plan of action.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT: Students combine observed elements into hypothetical constructs

or latent dimensions. This process leads to multiple solutions, all of which are reasonable or at

least defensible. Insight and intuition help students realize that additional information is

required, information which must be hypothesized or deduced. Metacognition is abandoned and

replaced by frequent incremental modification of the solution process. The student functions

well with lack of closure and is comfortable manipulating multiple abstract systems and

observed elements.

LATENT STRUCTURE ANALYSIS (PYLE-DZIUBAN EXTENSION): At this final level,

all observable data elements are transformed into latent dimensions that are manipulated at the

abstract or symbolic level. The number of dimensions identified (dimensionality of the system)

become the basis of a solution combined with the interactions among them. These experts

integrate themselves with the solutions they are seeking (i.e., they enter the system exhibiting a

seamless and fluid rigor). They think in latent systems attending to the hypothetical interactions

knowing that empirical verification is possible, but not necessary. Often, the latent dimensions

are transformed into reduced system that is a function of the original components. Students at

this level are comfortable with concepts such as archetypal form, producing multiple solutions in

an open set.
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Accordingly, the elements of the "Citizen in a Democracy" competition were structured

according to their appropriate levels of the Structure of Learned Outcomes taxonomy.

Survey Results

The responses of the students participating in the fmals of the 1998 "Citizen in a

Democracy" competition regarding the individual components of knowledge and skills, attitudes,

and disposition toward political activism are presented in Figures 3 through 8. Forty of the 56

fmalists returned usable questionnaires for a return rate of approximately 72%. The results are

clearly positive but also reflect selective critical thinking. Figure 3 shows 98% of the students

felt that they gained a deeper understanding of Hungarian Democracy through the competition

where Figure 4 indicates the 95% felt they had skills as an effective citizen. Figure 5 shows that

95% felt that they gained a better understanding of their rights and responsibilities as a

Hungarian citizen.

Agree
98%

Figure 3. Percentage of students who felt they had a deeper understanding of democracy
N=40, percentages rounded.



Agree
95%

Figure 4. Percentage of students who felt they had improved their skills as an effective
citizen. N=40, percentages rounded.

Agree
95%

Figure 5. Percentage of students who felt they had a better understanding of their rights
and responsibilities. N=40, Percentages rounded.
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The attitude components of the survey responses showed that 80% (Figure 6) of the

students felt that participating and preparing for the competition increased their commitment to

Hungarian democracy and 73% (Figure 7) felt that they developed a greater respect for other

points of view. Interestingly, of those who disagreed all provided comments indicating that they

embraced disparate opinions prior to participating in 'Citizen in a Democracy"." Figure 8

shows that 75% of the students indicated a heightened commitment toward political activism.

Agree
80%

Figure 6. Percentage of students who felt they had an increased commitment to
democracy. N--40, percentages rounded.
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Figure 7. Percentage of students who felt they had a greater respect for other points of
view. N=40, percentages rounded.

Agree
75%

Figure 8. Percentage of students who felt they had taken a more active interest in
politics. N=40, percentages rounded.
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The overall reliability of the six rating scale items on the student questionnaire was

.75 -- quite acceptable for such a small number of items. Accordingly, the evaluators felt

justified in deriving a summed score for the competition and making comparisons by gender,

region, and school type. Those results are presented in Figures 7-9 that depict boxplots of the

overall ratings at the 90th, 75th, 50th, 25th, and 10th percentiles for girls

compared to boys, gymnasiums compared to technical schools, and across the six CIVITAS

regions in Hungary. The comparison of boys vs. girls (Figure 7) shows that the 90th percentile

boys and girls are equivalent. At all other percentile ranks, however, the boys were more

positive in their ratings. In addition, the girls were much more variable in their rating of the

effects of the competition with an interquartile range of 11 compared to 7 for the boys. Figure 8

shows consistently higher impact ratings of the competition by the vocational/technical students

when compared to those of the gymnasiums. The variability in the groups appears equivalent.

GENDER

Figure T. Overall rating of the "Citizen in a Democracy" program by gender.
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39 4

Gymnasium Voc/Tech

SCHOOL

Figured Overall rating of the "Citizen in a Democracy" program by school type.

Comparison of the overall ratings by region (Figure 9) yields results showing essentially

equivalent median ratings for GyOr, Pecs, Szeged and Miskoc with somewhat lower ratings for

the Budapest region. The greater variability in ratings was obtained from the Szeged region

which was represented by a combination of gymnasiums and vocational schools. The

interquartile range for that region (11) was approximately twice that of Gy6r, Pecs, Miskloc and

Budapest.
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e 7 12 1 8

WO Pecs Szeged Mistdoc Budapest

REGION

Figure 11. Overall rating of the "Citizen in a Democracy" program by region.

Figure 12 contains the results of a multidimensional scaling of the questionnaire items showing

the underlying relationship among them. Clearly, the three latent dimensions retrieved depict

knowledge and skills, attitudes including political tolerance, and disposition towards political

activism. According to the model proposed in Figure 12, knowledge and skills are mediated by

attitudes resulting in a disposition toward political activism.
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Activism

Attitudes

Commitment

Political
tolerance

Knowledge & skills

Understand rights

Improve skills

Understand
history

Figure 12. A scaled model of the "Citizen in a Democracy" competition.

Table 3 shows-the correlations among those three constructs in the presence and absence of error

variance. Generally, the results support the model suggesting that increases in knowledge and

skill and positive attitudes result in the disposition to become more actively involved in the

political process.

Student Free Responses

The narrative matrix for the student free regarding the impact of participating in the "Citizen in a

Democracy" is presented in Appendix G. Respondents were asked to comment on the impact in

terms of their personal, family, and school lives and to make suggestions for improving the

competition. The results of a content analysis of the columns of the matrix yield the results

contained in Tables 4 and 5.
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Table 3. Correlations among knowledge/skills, attitudes, and activism.

With error variance

KS An ACT

KS

An .45
ACT .48 .28

With error variance removed

KS An ACT

KS

An .63
ACT .61 .34

From Table 4, students indicated that areas of personal growth was indexedby increased

knowledge and skills coupled with a heightened sense of political and civic awareness. Changes

in family life reflected a sense of positive valuing of the CIVITAS experience and increasing

discussions in the family of the ramifications of Hungarian democracy. The school environment

was impacted by the students' increased awareness of their rights, enhanced status, and self-

proclaimed improvement in critical thinking. In suggesting improvements to the competition,

the students felt that the program should be internationalized and shortened, thus indicating the

rigor of the seven-hour competition.
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Table 4. Positive components from the "Citizen in a Democracy" competition derived
from the narrative matrix.

Personal
Increased
knowledge

Enhanced skills

Heightened
political and
civic awareness

Family
Heightened
family pride

Increased
discussion and
repartee

School
Increased
awareness of
student rights

Enhanced
status

Improved
critical
thinking

Teacher Responses

Six teachers attending the competition completed usable questionnaires. The small

sample size precluded statistical analysis but all agreed that their students gained a deeper

understanding of Hungarian democracy, were more aware of political issues, and demonstrated a

more active interest in political issues. Five of the six respondents expressed an interest in

continuing with the program. Written comments such as "...program provides me with a

professional freshness," "...contacts, new options, and good results in life," "I became a better

educator in my own family," "Indirectly, I draw my daughter's attention to these issues,"

"...better contacts with students," "Students are proud of their teams, team members become role

models for the rest," clearly indicate that the responding teachers perceive preparing for and

participating in the competition beneficial to their personal, family, and professional lives.
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When responding to possible improvements to the competition, teachers indicated that

earlier notification would be helpful, the regional competitions should be expanded, and thought

should be given to integrating teaching democracy with all subject areas. Several responding

teachers indicated that additional curriculum materials would facilitate their teaching.

THE "Citizen in a Democracy" PROTOCOL AND THE SOLO TAXONOMY

Table 5 contains the evaluators' classification of the "Citizen in a Democracy" protocol

using the SOLO taxonomy as a reference. SOLO is scaled from inability or unwillingness to

become involved in the task to Latent Structure Mediation requiring students to operate entirely

with constructs (Unobservable Latent Dimensions). This highest level represents uncertain

mediation, integration of knowledge, skills, attitudes, and their disposition toward political

activism. Using SOLO as the scaling metric yields a roughly symmetric distribution absenting

the prestructural level. The majority of the activities (60%) operate at the multistructural and

relational levels where students must process multiple cues or identify the interactions among

those cues if they are to reach a mediated solution. Thirty-five percent of the protocol requires

students in the competition to combine latent constructs they have developed with observable

information or operated entirely with constructs. Fully, 70% of the "Citizen in a Democracy"

protocol demands some measure of critical thinking in order to successfully complete the

requirements clearly demanding in its rigor.
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SUMMARY

The survey portion of this study comprises a small pilot within a larger field-based

evaluation of CIVITAS. Accordingly, the finals of the "Citizen in the Democracy" competition

provide an excellent opportunity for field testing instruments and determining the relevance of

the data for improving the program. Surveys of this kind hold potential for a comprehensive

modeling and assessing of components of the program which is not possible through other

methods. Measuring the perceptions of students and teachers in a reasonably objective format

yields some notion of broadly held opinions of the constituency. Thus far, results from the first

phase survey work indicate that students and teachers rate the "Citizen in a Democracy" very

highly and consistently with the goals of CIVITAS while being discriminating enough to warrant

further investigation.

The CIVITAS staff identifies the cognitive, behavioral, and affective components of the

program as knowledge, skills, and attitudes. These components embed themselves in a broader

concept termed the "CIVITAS basket." The basket as the evaluators see it as a comprehensive

instructional and curriculum model featuring diversity and shared decision making mediated by

critical thinking. However, as Sete nyi (1995) points out such concepts are not well understood

nor embraced in the Hungarian education tradition resulting in teachers who must assume the

role of "uncertain mediators" for a system which has no history of educational partnerships.

Teachers must mediate the conflict among values held in the former knowledge-based

educational system and the requirements for open dialog in the new democracy. Uncertain

mediation in teaching and learning precludes singular instructional models, singular learning

styles, and singular methods of testing none of which are universally appropriate and not

necessarily desirable. Paradoxically, uncertainty is a fact for the real world in which students
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and teachers live, decisions are made despite incomplete information. Accordingly, the survey

results are augmented by a structural analyses of the "Citizen in a Democracy" protocol using the

Structure of Learned Outcomes (SOLO) taxonomy as a rubric. SOLO is developmental with an

obvious progression toward uncertain mediation in problem solving. This point became clear to

the evaluators, as indicated earlier in this report, after reading Setenyi's paper "Teaching

Democracy in an Unpopular Democracy" Setenyi (1995) says "The school of the future will

presumably require a kind of partnership relationship, where questions can be asked. And for

this, there is no pattern on the tradition of the Hungarian school system..." The higher levels of

SOLO require solutions in the absence of predetermined patterns as do many activities of the

"Citizen in a Democracy" competition.

The results in an earlier section of this report indicate students feel that "Citizens in a

Democracy" greatly improved their knowledge and skills regarding Hungarian democracy,

improved their attitudes toward democracy, and increased their political tolerance. Most

students attributed an increase in their disposition toward active involvement in civic life to

"Citizens in the Democracy." Overall ratings of the competition showed boys somewhat more

favorable than girls, vocational/technical schools more favorable then gymnasiums and some

important differences among regions. Scaling of the student responses produces a model that

shows knowledge and skills mediated by attitudes which results in a disposition toward political

activism. Correlations among those constructs indicate that the model is somewhat

unidimensional in that increased knowledge and skills must be accompanied by positive attitudes

toward democracy and differing points of view if one is to become involved in the civic life.

The model suggests that knowledge or attitudes by themselves will not lead to an active citizen
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Student comments point to increased knowledge and political awareness resulting from

their participation in ""Citizen in a Democracy"." Their families were affected by highlighted

pride and increased discussion of the Hungarian democracy. In school, the "Citizen in a

Democracy" helped them become aware of their students rights, enhanced their status and

according to them greatly improved their ability to think critically. Their desire for international

competition clearly speaks to enhanced self confidence in the face of a program that many felt

was far too long.

Some teacher comments indicated that the competition resulted in their professional

renewal with more options for teaching both in school and at home. They indicate that students

show increased esprit and have become role models in their schools. They do indicate, however,

the need for more and improved curriculum materials together with new and energized teaching

ideas.

The SOLO structural analysis of the "Citizen in a Democracy" indicated that, in addition

to teachers, students must be uncertain mediators if they are to succeed. Fully 70% of the

protocol requires students to work in situations where only incomplete information is available

and multiple competing solutions are the norm. Thirty-five percent of the activities require

students to comprehend interactions among components. Twenty percent of the protocol

requires students to develop hypotheses, constructs, or latent dimensions as well as their

interactions. Finally, the "Citizen in a Democracy" asks students to cooperate entirely with

unobservable information, information which cannot be presented to them in the problem. These

activities are authentic in nature because they involve problems that cannot be presented to them

in the text. These activities are authentic in nature because they involve problems that are

identical to those faced by civic leaders in Hungary. They are rich in context generating more
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questions than they answer, a situation that is often true in politics. Probably most important,

however, they actively involve students in a democratic interaction a model which is entirely

congruent with CIVITAS.

The results of surveying students and teachers in the finals of the "Citizen in a

Democracy" competition are encouraging because of its potential usefulness to the CIVITAS

staff. As long as this data provides useful information, evaluation activities should continue and

expand to all levels of the competition. This insures that evaluation activities impact the entire

program. For instance, the robustness of the gender, regional, and school differences should be

tested at all levels of the competition. Similarly, the high satisfaction levels of students in the

finals should be compared to those students who did not make the trip to Budapest. The

structure of the local and regional competitions compared to the nationals with respect to critical

thinking and uncertain mediation offers promise for assessing instructional comparability and

validity of the national protocol.

Additionally, since CIVITAS is predicated on a shared decision model, further input from

students, teachers, administrators, and project staff seems appropriate through expanded surveys

or extended field studies. The evaluators find the majority of people who encounter CIVITAS

feel that it is the "right thing to do". Therefore, evaluation becomes formative answering the

question "How can we better prepare young people for the civic life?" The more input the staff

obtains the better base they will have for such decisions.
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Interviews and Observations

Interviews were conducted with teachers, students, administrators, government officials,

and the program administrators. The selection of the interviewees was determined by purposeful

sampling (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). This sampling is not random. Rather, it is based on the

principle that interviewees should be selected because of their apparent characteristics, such as

openness, willingness to disclose, observed performance, and in this case whether or not the

respondent was proficient in English, since the evaluators were not fluent in Hungarian. This is a

major logistical issue, since translators were not always available for interviews due to demands

for their talents by other international obsevers at the competition.

Teachers from Hungary and the United States were interviewed to determine their

perceptions of the Civitas program and specifically the "Citizen in a Democracy"competition.

Nemeth Izabella, a teacher from Szeged whose students finished second in the

competition stated that she believed the program was very important for her students. She

suggested that, "The strength of Civitas is it began something (for democratic education). The

only problem is the Civitas program goes to only some places. We should widen it to go more

places. It is very useful. " (fieldnotes, 4/22/98)

Susie Grosvenor, a teacher from Florida, observed the entire finals as well as participated

in the rest of the exchange program in the third year. She was enthusiastic about the program

and the competition and indicated that she had learned a great deal from the exchange

experience. She thought the students were knowledgeable and actively engaged during the

competition. She remarked that,
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The students maintained their focus and remained attentive all day, and it was a very
long, busy day for them. The debate was my favorite "task" of the competition. ... with
the country of Hungary in the early stages of democracy, I definitely foresee these young
people who are attaining so much civic knowledge becoming the leaders of the future.
(personal communication, 4/23)

Agnes Feje, a Civitas teacher from Szeged and an active participant in the development

of the program since its inception, was interviewed in-depth because Cornett (1996) had

observed her teaching during the first year of the exchange and, as described earlier in this

report, indicated that she was an exemplary model of the "uncertain mediator." She was

observing the finals and indicated her continued enthusiastic support of the program and the

competition. When asked what she tried to do to promote "The good citizen" in her classroom,

she stated, "I deal with students as partners. I have to decide whether to make a good student or

a good citizen. I want to make a good citizen." She made further commentary on the issues and

problems in the Civitas program:

It is difficult to think in and of Civitas subjects up to now in Hungary. There have been
no traditions of them. ... The emphasis has been on the delivery of huge knowledge, this
is the job of the teacher. So Civitas breaks the rule for this system as it is working now.
And the real or big problem in Hungary is these alternative methods do not really exist in
most places. So, it takes a long time and work. There are not very many exercise books
or a well organized curriculum. (transcription from interview, 4/22/98)

Local issues include the working of local self-government, the drug situation, social

problems of poverty and unemployment, and possible solutions for them; structures ofcivic

organizations and how to improve them, environmental protection, homelessness, and crime.

She stated that her students learn about civil rights, what they mean and ways they can use them

to solve problems.

She states that there is prejudice in her students against Gypsies. She uses the Civitas

class to talk with students about this prejudice.
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She continued to suggest that there are three types of problems in the content:

1) materials; 2) methods; 3) isolation of teachers. She suggested there are some ongoing

breakthroughs that she sees: 1) students like it very much; 2) Civitas is providing some materials,

but more are needed; 3) Civitas linkage with others in the country reduces some of the isolation.

She suggested that there needs to be more interaction among the teachers and that a data base to

share current issues and up-to-date statistics, and access to the internet would be helpful. She

needs both hardware and software to make this happen.

These concerns are echoed by other teachers in the field. A teacher in Pecs (anonymous

for the report), states that she has tried to develop lesson plans, but while they work for her, their

structure does not necessarily fit the national organization's notion of lesson. She stated that she

needed more practical tools and information to teach the important knowledge, skills, and

attitudes to her students. She also felt a degree of "hurt and embarassment" abouttrying to

develop thoughtful, practical plans for the leadership of Civitas to include in a book of plans, and

finding out that they did not fit the style desired. If this concern is shared by other teachers, this

may be addressed by the leadership in either a training session on lesson plans, or an unedited

publication of plans which exhibits both the practical ideas of teachers but leadstoward a more

theoretically grounded model of planning consistent with "best practice" models. This teacher

also indicated that technology (hardware and software) would be useful. Overall, however, she

fully supported the Civitas initiatives and appreciated the value of the program for both herself

and her students.

Russ Landry, a teacher from Tallahassee, Florida, spent time observing Feje and other

school-based environments while participating in the teacher exchange in Szeged. He agreed

with the evaluators that Feje possessed the teacher characteristics that made her a fine role model
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for other Civitas teachers. He stated that in her class, "the students were very involved. It was

obvious. Agnes is incorporating various methods in her approach, a very balanced approach.

The students respond and are very receptive to her. She's a very outstanding teacher."

(transcription of interview, 4/22/98)

The Civitas program has the support of a number of school administrators, although the

evaluators did not have the opportunity to develop a protocol specifically for this population. It

seems clear that in some of the schools the administrators are highly supportive of the program

and the competition (see also, Cornett, 1996). For example, Jozsef Litkei, principal of Gyakorld

Gimnazium, in Pecs, stated that he thought the program needed more emphasis in the schools

and that there should be more teacher training. He also suggested that the switch apparent in this

program from a knowledge only emphasis to a more balanced one was important. In fact, he

thought that attitudes needed more weight than currently evident in most schools. He stated that,

"Attitude is very important and then comes knowledge. Students have to know the facts, but also

get involved in the community." He also emphasized the need to develop a degree area in civics

so that teachers would be better trained and rewarded (interview fieldnotes, 2/98).

The competition received the support of a number of high ranking government officials

who served as judges and who also stopped in to visit the competition. Demszky Gabor, the

Mayor of Budapest and a judge at the competition, stated that he was highly supportive of the

competition and the notion of civics education. He said that,

Last year I was first asked to participate. For me the project seems to be-important and
very valuable. We have already established a functioning democracy. But we need more
knowledge, more information, and more participation by the members of society. Not
only in the elections, but in the non-election period as well. ... these students are very
intelligent, bright, knowledgeable. I compare them to the average knowledge of my time
and they are much better informed and much more enlightened and sophisticated. This is
something very positive. (fieldnotes, 4/22/98)
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Students who were interviewed were very supportive of the competition.9 Judit Gonczy,

a student from Szeged, received an award of a stipend for buying books based on her superior

work during the competition on the topic of human rights of women. She stated that, "the

Civitas "Citizen in a Democracy" competition developed my communication skills, my debate

skills, and last but not least, my actual knowledge of democracy." (fieldnotes, 4/22)

When asked about the competition, a regional director and teacher trainer stated that "The

students enjoy it." A teacher in her region stated, "Kids normally have competitive spirit, so

they like it." A student teacher endorsed the program and the competition in the following: "I

find it especially important to help the students get acquainted with the present system and to

acquire skills to act in the system. I would like students to be informed about their rights. This

should be normal." (fieldnotes, 2/98)

Finally, Charles N. Quigley, Executive Director of the Center for Civic Education, who

observed the national competition, stated that it was clear that the Hungarians had successfully

adapted the We the People... model. He enthusiastically commended the Hungarian students on

their hard work and performance at the competition. He congratulated the organizers of the

competition, the teachers, and the students. He remarked to the students at the close of the

competition that,

I've not seen another one (competition) like it in any other country in the world. ... It has
a broader range of activities than our competition. ... Just as you've learned (from us)
and brought it back here, what I've learned here I'm going to take back to the United
States to show my colleagues, and also share it with the many other countries with which
we are working.
Second, I'd like to congratulate the teachers here. You are the key to making any
program like this work The outstanding performance of the students is clearly due to the

9 It proved quite difficult to interview students during the competition. First, the evaluators did not want to detract from the students
performance. The students were involved in a seven hour competition and it was inappropriate to question them during the event. However, at
the conclusion of the day, it was equally problematic since they were tired and hungry. Informal conversations with them at the reception which
followed confirmed their enthusiasm for the event, but all seemed to agree that it was too lengthy and needed to be shortened. Additional
research should be conducted with the focus on the students and their perceptions as well as indicators of knowledge, attitude, and skill changes.
See the narrative matrix for a range of student comments derived from their responses to the survey instrument.
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work you have done helping them develop that level of performanceand that level of
knowledge and excellence, and you have done just an outstanding job. Andthe third and
most important group is the students. I think I saw 90% of the competition, and during
that time there was not one issue that you discussed that is not an issue that students and
adults discuss in the United States. We've also had extensive discussions about abortion,
about affirmative action, about gay adoptions, about immigration... To me the
performance of every group was excellent, every student did a very, very good job. ...

You should feel proud of yourselves. You are tough, you have tremendous endurance. ...

congratulations, you were just wonderful. It was a pleasure to see you. (transcription
from speech to competition participants, 4/22/98)

Conclusion

It is evident that the "Citizen in a Democracy" Competition has been an overwhelming

success as determined by the perceptions of the stakeholders and the performance of the students

as judged by teachers, administrators, teacher educators, civic leaders, and the evaluators.

Civitas-Hungary has developed an exemplary competition that clearly develops and reinforces in

its students the requisite civic knowledge, attitudes and skills necessary for thoughtful

participation in a democratic Hungarian society. The evaluators recommend that the leadership

of Civitas-Hungary continue with this comptetion and that they continue their efforts to improve

the training of teachers in the area of civics. It is suggested that additionalresearch be conducted

which provides a more comprehensive analysis of the perceptions of participants at all stages of

the competition, and that an ethnography be developed to chronicle the development of the civic

knowledge, attitudes and skills of both teachers and students.
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Appendix B

"Citizen in a Democracy" National Competition Structure and Themes
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"CITIZEN IN A DEMOCRACY"
NATIONAL COMPETITION

1997/98

1. Regional Qualifiers

2. Regional Finals

3. National Final

THEMES OF THE. CO

52

December 6-13, 1997

February 9-23, 1998

April 22-23, 1998

Constitutionalism

Human Rights

Political Science



Appendix C

"Citizen in a Democracy" Program
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"Polgar a Demokraciaban"
Orszagos Kozepiskolai Verseny 1997/98

Orsuigos Dona
- 14 csapat -

I 998.aprilis 22.
Ojvaroshaza

PROGRAM

9:30 Regisztricio

10:00 Kaszonto - Eich Laszlo, Gal Tibor programigazgatak
Zsiritagok benuaatasa, tajekortato

10:10 lasztinti - Demszky Gtibor fa-polgarmester
10:30 Irisbeli teszt + FelkOsztiles a Frakcio- vita feladatra
11:15 Frakcio-vita (Pro/kontra ervek megadott kerdesekre, a csapat minden tagja reszvetelevel)

kOzben ombudsmani ajcinlasok keszitese + Korteshattiarat szervezese
13:00 Frakcio vita + ombudsmani ajankisok ertikelese
13:20 Ossz-hangzat

13:35 Ebedsziinet

14:10 Korteshadjirat- a megadott szempontok alapjin valasztasi beszed tartasa
Kozben: Irlsbeli reformtezisek megfogalmazsisa

15:40 Korteshadjcirat ertikelese
15:55 Ossz-jitek - inte:zmeny, fogalom. szemily. stb. kitalalasa jellemiok alapjan
16:15 irtisbeii reformtezisek ertikelese

16:30 Csapatok bemutatkozasa

16:50 Zirszo - Chuck Quigley igazgato PEW Charitable Trusts

17:00 Eredminyhirdetes - dijitadas
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Appendix D

Protocol for the Hungarian "Citizen in a Democracy" competition in Hungarian
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"Po Igar a Demokraciaban"
Orszagos Kozepiskolai Verseny 1997/98

Az orszdgos doizto Jelepitese

Elozetes feladat
A csapatoknak a versenyt megelez8en hazi dolgozatot kell kesziteni "Egy diakok erdeldcepviseletevel
foglalkozo civil szervezet bemutatisa" &mei. Az esszejellegu munk.iban olyan civil szervezOdes
ismerteteset kell elvegezni. melynek tevekenysage peldaertekii. cs amely eddig hianyzott a helyi vagy
orszagos dial( erdeldcapviselet szinterer81.

Ossz-hangzat
Naany ismert hazai politikus nyilranos megszolalisanak ngy. egyre hosszabbodo reszletben torten
bejitszasa win a csapatoknak ki kell talalni az Mete-3 nevet. Mine! rovidebb bejitszas utan tail* ki a
csapatok a megfejtend8 nevet, almal tobb pontot kapnak.

Teszt
Tartalmi elemeiben az alkotmanyossag, a politika es az emberi jogok ismeretanyagara aptil. A kotelez5
olvasmanyok tenyanyagat ken szamon jatekos formaban.

Reformtezisek
A csapatoknak a Magyar Kortarsasag Alkotmanyanak egy megadott fejezetevel lcapcsolatos
refonnelkepzeseseiket. modosito inditranyailcat kell megfogalmazniuk irisban.

Ombudsmani ajanlasok
Csapatonkent egy-egy disk elozetes felkesztilis utan ombudsmani beszarnolot tart egy vide& inegtekintett
valos esettel kapcsolatosan. Feladata megnevezni a konkrit jogsarteseket. es ajanlasokat tenni a jogszertiseg
helyreallitisa erdekeben.

KOrteShadiarat
A csapatoknak el kell keszitenifik sajat pirtjuk valasztasi teziseit es szlogenjet, majd kortesbeszedet kell
tartani Clore meghatirozott kopzeletbeli helyen es elare meghatarozott kipzeletbeli hallgatosag elext.

Frakeie-vita -
A csapatok megadott temakban vitat folytatnak egyrnissal. A vita else, reszeben nyitogondolataikat mondjik
el. ezt kOveti az egymis erveire vale, reagalas. a tulajdonkdppeni vitadcozas. Mind a plink, mind a telma.
mind a kopviselend8 allispont sorsoLis titjan dal el. ezert az ertikelesnal kifejezetten a vitakeszsiget, is -
kulturat drtikeljOk. nem polig a Icapviselt volemeny vat vagy valos helyessegot, illetve helytelenseget.

Ossz-jatek
A csapatok egymis utan asszszen infonnaciot kapnak egy-egy konkret t4marcil. Minden itjabb
informacioval csokken a nyerheto pontok szama. Ha egy csapat az else, inform.icio utsn tudja a valaszt
maximum. ha csak a negyedik informacio elkangzisa wan tudja. minimum pontot kap.
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Appendix E

Student instrument for "Citizen in a Democracy" competition
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POLGAR A DEMOKRACIABAN ERTEKELES
"CITIZEN IN A DEMOCRACY" EVALUATION

DIAKERTEKELES
STUDENTS

Az ertekelesi felmerest a Pot& a demokraciaban"-program fejlesztdse erdekeben vegezzak A kerd6ivre adott
valaszokat bizalmasan kezeljuk.
This evaluation is being conducted to improve the "Citizen in a Democracy" program. Please be assured that
your responses will be kept confidential.

Kariluizza be az Onre jellemz6 informiciat:
Please circle the information that best describes you:

Nem: N6 Ferfi
Gender: Male Female

\faros:: GyOr Pecs Szeged Debrecen Miskolc Budapest
Region:

Oktatisi intizmeny: Giranazium SzakkOzepiskola Szakmunkaskepth
School: Gymnasium Voc/Tech Vocational

Az abibbi kerdeseknel karikazza be azt a szamot, amely a leginkabb erzekelteti, mennyire art egyet, illetve nem
ert egyet a kOvetkezo allitasokkal. Kerjuk, bogy ertekelesenek magyarazatit a Megjegyzesek-rovatba hja.
For the questions below, please circle the number for each scale that indicates the extent to whichyou agree or
disagree with the following statements. Please use the comments section to explain your rating.

I. A Poi* a demokraciaban-prog-ram kereteben Teljesen Egyetertek Nem ertek Egylltalin
alaposabb ismerete-lcet szereztem a magyar egyetertek egyet nem ertek
demoknicia tort6netivel f3 alapelveivel kapcso- egyet
latban. 4 3 2 1

I have a deeper understanding of the Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly
history & principles of Hungarian democracy after Agree Disagree
having participated in the "Citizen in a 4 3 2 1

Democracy" program.

Megjegyzesek: (Comments):

BEST COPY MAILABLE
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2. A Poi* a demokraciaban-program fejlesztette Teljesen Egyetertek Nem ertek Egyaltalan
allampolgari keszsegeimet. egyetertek egyet nem ertek

egyet
4 3 2 1

The "Citizen in a Democracy" program has Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly
improved my skills to participate as an effective Agree Disagree
citizen. 4 3 2 1

Megjegyzesek: (Comments):

3. A Polgar a demokraciaban-programban vale Teljesen Egyetertek Nem ertek Egyiltalin
reszvetel eredmenyekeppen alctivabban erclekl6dOm egyetertek egyet nem ertek
a politikai Ugyek leant. egyet

4 3 2 1

As a result of participating in the "Citizen in a Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly
Democracy" program, 1 have taken a more active Agree Disagree
interest in political issues. 4 3 2 1

Megjegyzesek: (Comments):

4. A Poi* a demokraciaban-program filial jobban Teljesen Egyetertek Nem ertek Egyaltalin
megismertem allampolgari jogaimat es egyetertek egyet nem ertek
katelessageimet. egyet

4 3 .2 1

The "Citizen in a Democracy" program has given Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly
me a better understanding of my rights and Agree Disagree
responsibilities as a citizen in Hungarian 4 3 2 1
democracy.

Megjegyzesek: (Comments):

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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5. A Polgir a demokraciaban-program fokorta a
magyar demok-racia hind elkotelezettsr gemet.

Teljesen
egyetertek

Egyetertek Nem ertek
egyet

Egyiltabin
nem ertek
egyet

4 3 2 1

The "Citizen in a Democracy" program has Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly
increased my commitment to democracy in Agree Disagree
Hungary 4 3 2 1

Megjegyzesek: (Comments):

6. A Polgar a demokraciaban-programban val6
riszvetelnek koszonhethen jobban tiszteletben
tartom masok nezeteit.

Teljesen
egyetertek

Egyetertek Nem ertek
egyet

Egyaltalin
nem ertek
egYet

4 3 2 1

As a result of participating in the "Citizen in a Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly
Democracy" program, I have a greater respect for Agree Disagree
others' points of view on important issues 4 3 2 1

Megjegyzisek: (Comments):

7. Milyen pozitiv hatassal van eletere a Poi& a demokraciaban-programban val6 reszvetel?
What are the positive effects in your lift from participating in the "Citizen in a Democracy" program?

Szemelves:
Personal:

Csabkli:
Fain*

Isko lai:
School:

65



8. Hogyan tudnank a jovo evben tovabbfejleszteni a programot?
What should we do to improve the program next year?

9. Tovitbbi megjegyzesek:
Additional comments:

Kilszoojek, bogy segItsegOnkre volt a °vitas fejlesztheben:
Thank you for helping us Improve Civitasl
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Teacher instrument for "Citizen in a Democracy" competition
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POLGAR A DEMOKRACIABAN ERTEKELES
"CITIZEN IN A DEMOCRACY" EVALUATION

TANARI ERTEKELES
TEACHERS

Az ertekelesi felmerest a Polgar a demokraciaban"-program fejlesztese erdekeben vegezzak. A
kerdoivre adott valaszokat bizalmasan kezeljiik.
This evaluation is being conducted to improve the "Citizen in a Democracy" program. Please be assured that
your responses will be kept confidential

ICarikaizza be az Onre jellemz6 informiciat!
Please circle the information that best describes you:

Nem: NO Ferfi
Gender: Male Female

Viros:: GyOr Pecs Szeged Debrecen Miskolc Budapest
Region:

Oktatisi intezmeny: Gimnizium Szakkozepiskola Szakmtmkaskepzo
School: Gymnasium Voc/Tech Vocational

Az alabbi kerdeseknel karikazza be azt a szamot, amely a leginkabb erzekelteti, mennyire ert egyet,

110 illetve nem ert egyet a kOvetkez6 allitasokkal. Kedilk, bogy ertikeles6nek magyarizatit a
Megjegyz6sek-rovatba frja.
For the questions below, please circle the number for each scale that indicates the extent to which you agree or
disagree with the following statements. Please use the comments section to explain your rating.

1. A Polgar a demolcriciaban-program kereteben Teljesen Egyetertek Nem ertek Egyiltabin
alaposabb isme-reteket szereztem a magyar demok- egyetertek egyet nem ertek
racia tortenetdvel es alapelveivel kapcsolatban. egyet

4 3 2 1

1 have a deeper understanding of the history & Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly
principles of Hungarian democracy after having Agree Disagree
participated in the "Citizen in a Democracy" 4 3 2 1
program.

Megjegyzesek (Comments):
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2. A Po (gar a demokraciaban-program (Civitas) Teljesen Egyetertek Nem ertek Egyiltalan
felkeltette erdek-lodesemet a magyar demokracia egyetertek egyet nem ertek
irant egyet

4 3 2 1

The "Citizen in a Democracy" program stimulated Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly
my interest in Hungarian democracy. Agree Disagree

4 3 2 1
Megjegyzesek (Comments):

3. A Poi* a demokraciaban-programban val6
rdszvetel eredme-nyekeppen aktivabban
irdekl6dOm a politikai Ugyek irant.

Teljesen
egyetertek

Egyetertek Nem ertek
egyet

Egyiltalin
nem ertek
egyet

4 3 2 1

As a result of participating in the "Citizen in a Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly
Democracy" program, I have taken a more Agree Disagree
active interest in political issues. 4 3 2 1

Megjegyzesek (Comments):

4. A Polska demokniciaban-programban val6
reszvetel alapo-sabb ismereteket adott diidcjaimnak
a magyar demokracia tOrtineter61 Es alapelveir61.

Teljesen
egyetertek

Egyetertek Nem ertek
egyet

Egyaltalin
nem ertek
egyet

4 3 2 1

Participating in the program gave students a
deeper understanding of history and principles Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly

of the Hungarian democracy. Agree Disagree
4 3 2 1

Megjegyzesek (Comments):
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5. A program felkeltette diakjaim erdekl6d6set a Teljesen Egyetertek New ertek Egyilta bin
magyar demolcricia irant. egyetertek egyet nem ertek

egyet
4 3 2 1

The program stimulated student interest in the Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly

Hungarian democracy. Agree Disagree
4 3 2

Megjegyzesek (Comments):

6. A program tudatosabba tette diakjaimat a magyar Teljesen Egyetertek New ertek Egyaltalin
demokratalcus berendezkedissel kapcsolatban. egyetertek egyet new ertek

egyet
4 3 2 1

The program made students more aware ofpolitical Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly
issues that relate to the Hungarian democracy. Agree Disagree

4 3 2
Megjegyzesek (Comments):

7. A programban val6 reszvetel IcOvetkezteben Teljesen Egyetertek New ertek Egylltalin
dialcjaim alctivabban erdekl6dnek a politika hint. egyetertek egyet new ertek

egyet
14 3 2

As a result of participating in the program, my
students demonstrated a more active interest in

Strongly
Agree

Agree Disagree

political issues. 4 3 2

Megjegyzisek (Comments):

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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8. Szeretnek ismet reszt venni a programban.

I would like to participate in this program
again.

Megjegyzdsek (Comments):

66

Teljesen Egyetertek Nem ertek Egyiltabin
egyetertek egyet nem ertek

egyet
4 3 2 1

Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly
Agree Disagree

4 3 2 1

9. . Milyen pozitiv hatissal van &eta= a Poll* a demokniciaban-programban vale) reszvetel?
What are the positive effects in your life from participating in the "Citizen in a Democracy" program?

Szemelves:
Personal:

Iskolai:
School:

10. Hogyan tudnAnk a jovii &ben tovibbfejleszteni a programot?
What should we do to improve the program next year?

71



1 1 . Milyen tovabbi programok, segddanyagok vagy forrisok lenndnek segftsdgere a Polgar a demokracia-program
soran?
What additional programs, materials, or resources would helpyou in the "Citizen in a Democracy" program?

12. Tovabbi megjegyzesek:
Additional comments:

Kliszonjek, hogy segitsegilnkre volt a Civitas fejleszteseben!
Thank you for helping us bnprove Civitas!
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Appendix G

Narrative matrix for student free responses for
"Citizen in a Democracy" competition
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Positive effects
personal

Positive effects
family

Positive effects
school

Suggested
improvements

I am much more
interested in politics.

I think that after the
competition I can
understand my parents
views much better than
before.

Everybody in the
school stopped me at
the school and
congratulated me.

Shorten the
competition.

I gained self confidence
and I got to know
interesting people.

Now I better know
members of our team.

More oral
presentations.

My family is very happy
about my participation in
the competition.

I know how to solve
my law problems at
school.

Make the competition
international.

I argue with my dad more,
I think he counts this as
negative.

I know my rights
better, sometimes this
causes problems
because I talk even
when I shouldn't.

It was great and I
realized that this is the
thing I want to do with
my life.

I understand the political
ideologies better.

I can solve problems
easier.

Make the competition
international.

My family is very proud
of my qualities.

I know how to solve
my law problems in
the school.

Make it an East
European competition.

I learned a lot of things
about democracy and
about me. I think the
competition helped me
to understand the
Hungarian democracy
and get used to speaking
in public. It was very
helpful.

My reputation is
growing.

Organize a program in
the universities.

My parents are very proud
of me.

They are proud of our
success.

I don't know, the
program is quite good.

It gives me a lot of
advantages in the civic
life and in political
discussions.

My commitment has
increased toward
student rights.

For example, if the
program was more
observational and it
wouldn't include so
much creativity, but
more know how from
books.
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Positive effects
personal

Positive effects
family

Positive effects
school

Suggested
improvements

I have learned about
students' rights.

The day was too long.

The result of the last
year gave me a good
reputation at school.

Too long.

I try to convince my
family to use their civic
rights.

I have a greater
knowledge of our
democracy and
history. I can use it
very well.

Give journeys to the
winners.

Practice in speaking,
meeting interesting
people, and having
experiences in politics.

I think it would be
useful when more
students could join
this program. It would
have an improving
effect when there were
more competition in
more and more
students.

I know a lot more about
the political system than
before the competition.

I think the exercises
are very good, but I
was exhausted. It will
be easier if we can do
this competition in
two days.

I see clearly the events
around me.

I am more appreciated. Looser atmosphere,
two-day competition.

I learned the basics of
civilized debates.

I am more appreciated
by my schoolmates.

Too heavy for one
day, break it up into
two days.

I learned about my
rights, the creation of
Hungarian democracy
and (most interestingly)
the Constitution of the
Hungarian Republic.

Students' rights and
duties help me in
school, sometimes
with my teachers and
schoolmates.
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Positive effects
personal

Positive effects
family

Positive effects
school

Suggested
improvements

It was a nice experience.
I learned very important
things.

I can participate in
political discussions.

I understood that the
school's student
government can really
achieve some results.

Teachers can help
more in preparation.
The reading list was
not directly used in the
competition.

I am more intelligent. I get more free time. Student rights. No
internationalization.
More detailed
information on the
tasks of the
competition.

Better understanding of
my rights and duties,
information on the
democratization in
Hungary.

Student rights. Internationalization.

I became braver in
speaking before public.

My family is proud of me. They respect my
result, and I know my
team, my mates.

I met famous politicians
of Hungary.

I know more about my
team, my mates.

Offer more exercises.

I will introduce my
rights in our country.

My family is proud of me. My teachers are proud
of me.

I am more focused to
politics.

My family is proud of me. My schoolmates ask
my opinion in
questions concerning
politics.

Provided chances to
have experiences.

Experience. Oral tasks should be
shorter.

Provided professional
freshness.

Students are proud of
their team, team
members became role
models for the rest.

Information and the
reading list should
have been sent a little
earlier.

Contracts, new options,
good results in life.

I need more time! I
became a better
"educator" in my own
family.

Better contacts with
students.

Further regional
expansion.
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Positive effects
personal

Positive effects
family

Positive effects
school

Suggested
improvements

My knowledge was
expanded.

I can participate in family
discussions better more
reasonably.

I developed the fame
of my school.

We need some
lectures before the
competition.

I am more familiar with
issues of politics and
Hungarian democracy.

Now I can participate in
family discussions on
public issues, politics.

Because of our
successful
participation, our
schoolmates
appreciated us very
much.

Lectures connected to
the main topics of the
competition.

My approach to politics
became more
sophisticated.

Now I have courage to
participate in home
discussions on politics/
public issues.

I know my rights
better, I participate in
school life, Thus
schoolmates
appreciate me more
than before.

Lectures are required.

I have read books which
I would never have read
otherwise.

No. I know more about
democracy and
Hungarian history.

Better presents!

I see the inner logics of
policy-making better

I can give my knowledge
to my family.

I see my rights clearly. More publicity, more
active jury, more
relaxed atmosphere.

Know more on political
ideologies.

Student rights.
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Appendix H

Sample Digital Photos, "The Citizen in a Democracy Competition"
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